
Cute Animal Faces
Patterns and how to make them!

Fabric needed:

3/8 yard of fabric
Felt pieces for face
1/8 yard or scraps for ears



1. Cut 2 pieces of fabric about 13” x 13” 
You will need the other piece later.

2. Fold in half one way. 3. Fold it again, now you have 4 layers

4. With a measurement gauge measure up 

5 inches from the folded edge, very important to 
start your marks on the folded edge or the circle 
will not work.

5-7. Use your measurement gauge like a compass and move it from the folded edge out forming a curved ¼ of a circle. 

be sure to keep the gauge at the 5 inch mark as you go around,  you are marking 5 inch out marks on all movements. 
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8. Now you should have a ¼ or a circle. 9. Cut on this line thru all thicknesses. 10. Open it up, you should have a complete perfect circle. 

11. Now to use the other piece of fabric. 

Lay the circle right sides (pretty sides) together, and pin to cut, 

then cut, matching the curved lines. 

To add ears, skip to page 4,  then come back to step 12. 

12. Now change pins to face out as illustrated (pin to sew). 

Then use your measurement gauge to mark a  ½ inch seam 

allowance around the circle 

13.  Leave an opening in your marking, about 3 inches. 

this is so you can turn the circle right sides out and stuff it. 
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14.  Stitch around circle as marked, starting at the opening 

and ending at the other side of the opening.  Reverse stitch 
at beginning of stitch and end of stitch. 

15. Make little clips close to the stitching, this 
helps curved lines turn right side out easier.
Careful not to clip thru the stitches! 

16.  Turn it right sides out.

17.  Stuff with stuffing. 18.  Tuck in the raw edges at opening and hand stitch 

opening closed.

19. Now use your imagination and the pattern pieces provided 

to create your own animal face.  Using different colors of felt. 
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Adding Ears 

A. Cut out the ears, If you want the inside ear a 

different color you’ll need to cut 2 of that 
contrast fabric and 2 of the fabric. B. Match up ears with the right sides 

(pretty) together and pin to sew.  

C. Mark ¼ inch seam allowances. 

Leave the bottom open to turn right side out.  

D. Stitch, leaving  

open the bottom area.  
Make clips marks at 
the curved areas, this 
helps the seam lay 
smoother when 
turned right sides out. 

E. Turn the right sides out. 

Press flat

F. Place on top edge of circle where 

you would want the ears. 
Place ears as illustrated 

G.  Lay other side of circle right 

sides together and pin together.  
Then go back and follow steps 12 
to 18 to finish.
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